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Chapter 1

Getting Started

R is a programming language and comprehensive statistical platform for
data exploration and analysis. It is free and open source, which means any-
one can download and use the latest version of the software free of charge,
and the source code can be studied and modified without any restriction.
Yet the functionality of R rivals commercial packages. Organizations and
companies such as the FDA, Facebook and Google use R on a daily basis
[10]. The minimalist interface of R, however, can be daunting to beginning
users, especially those who are accustomed to the point-and-click interfaces
offered by commercial packages. The purpose of this chapter is to orient
beginning users. An up-to-date version of R for various computing platforms
can be downloaded from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) at
http://cran.r-project.org/. We hasten to point out that while the R
graphical user interface (RGui) appears a little different on each platform,
there is no substantive difference otherwise.

1.1 The R Console

When R starts, a window similar to that shown in Figure 1.1 is presented. By
default the window, called the R console, displays some information about R
and a command prompt that is represented as a greater-than symbol (“>”).
The command prompt invites the user to type commands into R. When
the user completes a command and presses return or enter , the R interpreter
evaluates the command and displays the result in the console or a new window
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Figure 1.1: The R console on Mac OS X.

whenever appropriate.
To illustrate the command-line interface, we use R as a calculator to

evaluate the sum of 1, 2 and 3:
> 1 + 2 + 3
[1] 6
The first line, excluding the command prompt, shows the command typed by
the user. The [1] preceding the result in the second line indicates that 6 is
the first element of the result—even when the result comprises one element.
If a command is incomplete when return or enter is pressed, R will display
the plus symbol (+) as a continuation prompt and await the user to complete
the command:
> 1 + 2 +
+ 3
[1] 6
In the second line, the plus symbol was produced by R while the value 3
was subsequently typed by the user. This can be confusing. It is possible to
customize the continuation prompt (and numerous other aspects of R). For
example, to indicate continuation by indenting with two spaces:
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> options("continue" = " ")
> 1 + 2 +

3
[1] 6
Sometimes a mistake is discovered while at the continuation prompt. To
abort the command and return to the command prompt, press esc .

1.2 The R Editor
It is easy to mistype a command, especially when it is complex and spans
multiple lines. Although R provides command-line editing, such as using
and to scroll through previous commands, a better approach is to write
a script or a list of commands in an editor. Besides making it easier to find
and fix errors, a script can be saved for future reuse.

R provides an integrated editor which allows a script to be executed in
part or whole from within the editor. In Figure 1.1, notice a menu bar
just above the console window;1 selecting File New Document opens an editor
window. Alternatively, one can use a keyboard shortcut, a method preferred
by experienced users since it is quicker than mouse navigation. A keyboard
shortcut comprises a modifier key and a character key. A modifier key is a
special key that temporarily alters the action of other keys or mouse clicks.
For example, pressing A normally produces a lowercase “a” but pressing
shift + A produces an uppercase “A”. To execute a keyboard shortcut, the
modifier key is held down while the character key is pressed. For example, to
open an editor window, press + N on OS X or Ctrl + N on Windows.

Figure 1.2 shows an R editor window, with three lines of commands,
atop the console window. To execute a single line of command, such as the
second line “4 + 5 + 6”, place the cursor anywhere on the line (which would
automatically highlight the line) and press + return on OS X or Ctrl + R
on Windows. The command will appear in the console window along with
any result. To execute multiple lines of commands, highlight the lines (such
as by dragging the mouse across the lines) and press the aforementioned
keyboard shortcut to execute commands.

There are two ways to execute all the commands in an R script. One is
to highlight the entire content by pressing + A on OS X or Ctrl + A on

1On OS X, the menu bar actually appears at the top of the screen.
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Figure 1.2: The R editor on Mac OS X.

Windows, followed by the keyboard shortcut for executing a command. The
other assumes that the script has been saved.2 From the menu bar, select
File Source File... and then locate and double-click on the name of the script
in the dialog box. This process of sending commands to R for execution is
referred to as “sourcing a script.” Note that R responds to a sourced script
a little differently; specifically, the results are not printed unless the user
provides instructions to do so. The simplest way to print a result is to use
the print(something ) command, as shown on the third line of the script
in Figure 1.2.

An R script can include comments, which are explanatory notes that are
not meant to be evaluated by R. While a script may be written for personal
use, there often comes a time when modification is necessary and, without
comments, important details about how the code worked could have been
forgotten by then. In R, any text that follows the symbol “#” is ignored,
whether in a script or at the command prompt:

> 1 + 2 # This is ignored by R.
[1] 3

2By convention, the name of an R script ends with the suffix “.R”.
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> 1 + 2 This is not.
Error: unexpected symbol in "1 + 2 This"

1.3 The Working Directory
Each R session has associated with it a working directory (or folder) where
files are retrieved from or saved to by default. Understanding this concept can
help avoid many frustrations, such as searching every folder imaginable on
the computer for a previously saved file or sourcing an outdated R script from
an unintended folder. The command getwd() gives the working directory,
which is usually /Users/username (not literally username ) on OS X and
C:\Users\username \Documents on Windows.

As an illustration, consider sourcing from the R console a script previ-
ously saved as “myScript.R”. This is done using the source("filename ")
command:
> source("myScript.R")

If “myScript.R” is found in the working directory, R will execute its content;
otherwise, an error message will be printed, the last two lines of which are:
In file(filename, "r", encoding = encoding) :

cannot open file 'myScript.R': No such file or directory

To understand R’s response, imagine looking for someone by the name of
James Smith in a large organization with many offices in a building. If you
stumble into one of the offices and ask for James Smith, chances are you
will get a response similar to the above (some polite variant of “cannot find
James Smith: No such person”) or be greeted by a wrong James Smith. A
better approach to look for James Smith would be to specify, in addition to
his name, the division and department he works for. This information can
be represented hierarchically as /Division/Department/James Smith.

Files on a computer are grouped into folders, which are organized in
a hierarchy. The absolute pathname of a file describes its location in the
hierarchy by tracing a path from the top-most folder, called the root di-
rectory, through all the intermediate folders, to the file. It begins with a
“/” on OS X and “C:\” on Windows, where the letter “C” could be re-
placed by some other letter that identifies a drive or partition on the com-
puter. This is illustrated in Figure 1.3 for OS X. The absolute pathname
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root

folder2

folder4
file6 /folder2/folder4/file6

file5 /folder2/folder4/file5

folder3 file4 /folder2/folder3/file4

folder1

file3 /folder1/file3

file2 /folder1/file2

file1 /folder1/file1

Figure 1.3: The hierarchical file structure and absolute pathnames.

“/folder2/folder4/file6” in the bottom right corner indicates that file6
is a file located in a folder named folder4, which in turn is located in a
folder named folder2 in the root directory. The symbol “/” thus distin-
guishes folder levels, with the first “/” representing the root directory. If the
name of a file is specified without a “/” on OS X or “C:\” on Windows, say,
simply as “myScript.R”, it is a relative pathname and the file is assumed
to be located in the working directory. In other words, R assumes that the
absolute pathname of the file is “/Users/username /myScript.R” on OS X
or “C:\Users\username \Documents\myScript.R” on Windows.

It is useful to organize projects into directories and, when working on
a particular project, set R’s working directory to the associated directory.
This can be done using the command setwd("absolutePathName "). For
example, on the author’s computer, the default working directory is:

> getwd()
[1] "/Users/blee"

A folder named book has been created in /Users/blee to store files related
to this book. To designate this folder as the working directory:

> setwd("/Users/blee/book")

On Windows, the equivalent command would be:
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Figure 1.4: The R help window on Mac OS X.

> setwd("C:/Users/blee/Documents/book")

Note that pathnames are always specified with “/” in R, even on Windows;
using “\” is a common mistake among beginning users who are accustomed
to Windows.

1.4 Getting Help
R has a comprehensive built-in help system which may be accessed in several
ways, one of which is to select Help R Help from the menu bar. This presents
a window similar to that shown in Figure 1.4, wherein users can search for
help on various commands and find links to several manuals, in particular
the highly recommended “An Introduction to R” by Venables, Smith and the
R Core Team [13]. The help(topic ) command can alternatively be used
to invoke the help system. For example, to display the documentation on
the print command, either type help(print) or ?print at the command
prompt, where the question mark (“?”) is a shortcut for the command help.

There is also a plethora of internet resources for learning R and getting
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help with problems. A few of these are listed below.

• CRAN, which contains the links shown in Figure 1.4 and more.
• R-Bloggers (http://www.r-bloggers.com/), where daily news and tu-

torials about R can be found.
• Rseek (http://rseek.org/), an R-specific search engine.
• Stack Overflow (http://stackoverflow.com/tags/r), a site with a

very active R community asking and answering questions about R.

1.5 Exercises
1. By default, a short introductory message is displayed in the console win-

dow when R starts.

(a) Write down the version number of R installed on your computer.
(b) Write down the platform under which R is running on your computer.
(c) List the four commands displayed in the console window just above

the first command prompt.

2. The keyboard shortcuts for some commands can be found in the drop-
down menus in the menu bar (usually to the right of the listed commands).
For example, one way to save an R script is to select File Save from the
menu bar; the corresponding keyboard shortcut is + S on OS X or
Ctrl + S on Windows. List the keyboard shortcuts for the following.

(a) File Open Document on OS X or File Open script on Windows, which
opens a dialog box to load a previously saved script into the R editor.

(b) Edit Clear Console , which clears the screen in the console window.

3. Create an R script that contains the following two lines:

1 - 2 + 3 * 4 / 6
print(1 - 2 + 3 * 4 / 6)

Create a folder named compStat in the default working directory of R and
save the script as ex1-3.R in the folder.

(a) In the R editor, execute the first line of ex1-3.R and note the result
displayed in the R console.
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(b) Source ex1-3.R from the R console and note the result displayed.
Which line of command does the result correspond to? Explain.
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